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QUESTION 1

You have an Azure Data Factory pipeline named Pipeline1!. Pipelinel contains a copy activity that sends data to an
Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 account. Pipeline 1 is executed by a schedule trigger. 

You change the copy activity sink to a new storage account and merge the changes into the collaboration branch. 

After Pipelinel executes, you discover that data is NOT copied to the new storage account. 

You need to ensure that the data is copied to the new storage account. 

What should you do? 

A. Publish from the collaboration branch. 

B. Configure the change feed of the new storage account. 

C. Create a pull request. 

D. Modify the schedule trigger. 

Correct Answer: A 

CI/CD lifecycle A development data factory is created and configured with Azure Repos Git. All developers should have
permission to author Data Factory resources like pipelines and datasets. A developer creates a feature branch to make
a change. They debug their pipeline runs with their most recent changes After a developer is satisfied with their
changes, they create a pull request from their feature branch to the main or collaboration branch to get their changes
reviewed by peers. After a pull request is approved and changes are merged in the main branch, the changes get
published to the development factory. Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/continuous-
integration- delivery 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have an enterprise data warehouse in Azure Synapse Analytics that contains a table named FactOnlineSales. The
table contains data from the start of 2009 to the end of 2012. 

You need to improve the performance of queries against FactOnlineSales by using table partitions. The solution must
meet the following requirements: 

1. 

Create four partitions based on the order date. 

2. 

Ensure that each partition contains all the orders places during a given calendar year. 

How should you complete the T-SQL command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Range Left or Right, both are creating similar partition but there is difference in comparison 

For example: in this scenario, when you use LEFT and 20100101,20110101,20120101 Partition will be,
datecol20100101 and datecol20110101 and datecol20120101 But if you use range RIGHT and
20100101,20110101,20120101 

Partition will be, datecol=20100101 and datecol=20110101 and datecol=20120101 In this example, Range RIGHT will
be suitable for calendar comparison Jan 1st to Dec 31st Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/t-sql/statements/create-partition-function-transact-sql?view=sql-server-ver15 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have a self-hosted integration runtime in Azure Data Factory. 

The current status of the integration runtime has the following configurations: 
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1. 

Status: Running 

2. 

Type: Self-Hosted 

3. 

Version: 4.4.7292.1 

4. 

Running / Registered Node(s): 1/1 

5. 

High Availability Enabled: False 

6. 

Linked Count: 0 

7. 

Queue Length: 0 

8. 

Average Queue Duration. 0.00s 

The integration runtime has the following node details: 

Name: X-M Status: Running Version: 4.4.7292.1 Available Memory: 7697MB CPU Utilization: 6% Network (In/Out):
1.21KBps/0.83KBps Concurrent Jobs (Running/Limit): 2/14 Role: Dispatcher/Worker Credential Status: In Sync 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: fail until the node comes back online 

We see: High Availability Enabled: False 

Note: Higher availability of the self-hosted integration runtime so that it\\'s no longer the single point of failure in your big
data solution or cloud data integration with Data Factory. 

Box 2: lowered 
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We see: 

Concurrent Jobs (Running/Limit): 2/14 

CPU Utilization: 6% 

Note: When the processor and available RAM aren\\'t well utilized, but the execution of concurrent jobs reaches a
node\\'s limits, scale up by increasing the number of concurrent jobs that a node can run 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/create-self-hosted-integration-runtime 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing an Azure Databricks cluster that runs user-defined local processes. You need to recommend a
cluster configuration that meets the following requirements: 

1. 

Minimize query latency. 

2. 

Maximize the number of users that can run queries on the cluster at the same time. 

3. 

Reduce overall costs without compromising other requirements. Which cluster type should you recommend? 

A. Standard with Auto Termination 

B. High Concurrency with Autoscaling 

C. High Concurrency with Auto Termination 

D. Standard with Autoscaling 

Correct Answer: B 

A High Concurrency cluster is a managed cloud resource. The key benefits of High Concurrency clusters are that they
provide fine-grained sharing for maximum resource utilization and minimum query latencies. 

Databricks chooses the appropriate number of workers required to run your job. This is referred to as autoscaling.
Autoscaling makes it easier to achieve high cluster utilization, because you don\\'t need to provision the cluster to match
a 

workload. 

Incorrect Answers: 

C: The cluster configuration includes an auto terminate setting whose default value depends on cluster mode: 

Standard and Single Node clusters terminate automatically after 120 minutes by default. High Concurrency clusters do
not terminate automatically by default. 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/clusters/configure 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to implement a Type 3 slowly changing dimension (SCD) for product category data in an Azure Synapse
Analytics dedicated SQL pool. You have a table that was created by using the following Transact-SQL statement. 

Which two columns should you add to the table? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

A. [EffectiveStartDate] [datetime] NOT NULL, 

B. [CurrentProductCategory] [nvarchar] (100) NOT NULL, 

C. [EffectiveEndDate] [datetime] NULL, 

D. [ProductCategory] [nvarchar] (100) NOT NULL, 

E. [OriginalProductCategory] [nvarchar] (100) NOT NULL, 

Correct Answer: BE 

A Type 3 SCD supports storing two versions of a dimension member as separate columns. The table includes a column
for the current value of a member plus either the original or previous value of the member. So Type 3 uses additional
columns to track one key instance of history, rather than storing additional rows to track each change like in a Type 2
SCD. 

This type of tracking may be used for one or two columns in a dimension table. It is not common to use it for many
members of the same table. It is often used in combination with Type 1 or Type 2 members. 
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Reference: https://k21academy.com/microsoft-azure/azure-data-engineer-dp203-q-a-day-2-live-session-review/ 
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